1 Night Meeting Programme

Zurich
Forever associated with banking, business and chocolate, Zurich has been officially recognised as the city with the world’s highest quality of life. Medieval guildhalls, contemporary art galleries and financial institutions happily co-exist creating a vibrant location for any corporate gathering.
Day 1
Zurich
Day 1

- **Morning - Arrival and Meeting**
  Transfer from the airport for welcome coffee reception in the hotel of choice. Business meeting commences with working lunch to follow in one of the conference suites.

- **Afternoon - Networking event**
  Cruise Lake Zurich and appreciate Zurich’s picturesque scenery in the shadow of the Alps. Participate in Swiss praline making or a poker course during the journey. Back at the pier a historical tram takes the group on a panoramic ride through the town architectural’s highlights. Aperitif served.

- **Evening - Guild House**
  Traditional alphorn blowers and flag swingers welcome the guests to Zurich’s oldest guild house on the scenic Limmat River.
  A specialty Zurich dinner is served in its historical halls with contemporary alphorn intermezzos by Eliana Burki.
Day 2
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Day 2

- **Morning - Crime Scene Zurich**
  Last night the arsonist Luigi Cornutto escaped from prison. Ingenious detectives are urgently needed to help uncover the case and deliver a very creative story about the events.

- **Afternoon**
  Buffet lunch on the terrace of a stylish restaurant to enjoy final views of the city. Personalised gifts are presented before transfer to the airport.
Thank you!
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